E-Board
The E-board is used in many different transfer situations between wheelchair, bed, bathing
chair, car seat, etc. It is made of a strong polyethylene material with flexible side wings and
is therefore easy to place in front of the wheelchair’s wheel, thus protecting the client
from becoming soiled. A smooth top-side allows easy sliding transfer, while the non-slip
surface on the underside prevents the board from sliding out of position.
IM404

E-Board max 150 kg, black

60 x 33 x 0,5 cm

IM405

E-Board max 150 kg, black

75 x 33 x 0,5 cm

IM408

E-Board max 150 kg, black

60 x 25 x 0,5 cm

IM410

E-Board max 150 kg, black

45 x 20 x 0,5 cm

Swan
The Swan glide board is also the smallest and lightest of the glide boards, and therefore a
good alternative for an active lifestyle, as it can easily be carried along in the wheelchair bag.
Swan is a universal glide and transfer system consisting of the Swan glide board and/or Swan
glide pad with handles. The Swan system is used for transferring in and out of bed, wheelchair, car, chair, etc. The components can be used together or separately, depending on
situation and assistance.
IM2698122

Swan glide board max 140 kg

54 x 25 cm

IM2698121

Swan glide pad max 140 kg

140 x 45 cm

Butterfly
The Butterfly glide board is designed for transfer between wheelchair,
bed, bathing chair, car seat, etc. It is designed with special cutouts
to better fit and position to the wheelchair’s wheels and the non-slip
areas on the underside prevents the board from sliding out of position.
The smooth surface allows easy sliding transfer across the board. The
Butterfly board can also be used with the additional Butterfly glide wings,
which are attached to the board by Velcro straps, and which provides a
further low-friction surface between the person and the board.
IM401

Butterfly max 250 kg

32 x 66 cm

IM4001

Butterfly glide wing, Large

40 x 31 cm

IM4002

Butterfly glide wing, X-Large

50 x 31 cm

3B-Board
The 3B-Board is a curve shaped glide board used in many transfer situations
between wheelchair, bed, bathing chair, car, etc. The curve shape together with
the smooth synthetic material allows easy sliding into position, either in a
caregiver-assisted transfer situation or without personal assistance, when
the client has enough strength in arms and body and good balance to
perform the transfer.
IM403

3B-Board max 140 kg, white

22,5 x 76,5 cm
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